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“Afterlife is when one is not yet in life, when one watches it, when one seeks to enter it. She is
not dead but already almost living, almost born, perhaps being born, in this passage beyond
borders and outside of time which defines desire. Desire for the other, desire for the world. That
life may flow as into a swollen waterskin. And one is still far away. Afterlife is like overseas or
beyond the grave. One must pass beyond the rigidity of the obvious, of prejudice, of fears, of
habits, pass beyond the obtuse real and enter into a reality at once more painful and more
pleasant, into the unknown, the secret, the contradictory, open one’s senses and know. Pass
beyond the opacity of silence and invent our existences, our loves, where there is no longer
destiny of any kind 1”
Marie Uguay, L’outre-vie, Montréal, Éditions du Noroît, 1979, p. 9.

Outre-vie / Afterlife was formed by Raymonde April in 2013. The group is made up of
thirteen image practitioners whose work aims to develop a concept of “afterlife” that
belongs to the language of images. Taking its name from a work by the late Québec
poet Marie Uguay, the group is united by a shared dialogue about storytelling and the
vicissitudes of memory. The group has exhibited large-scale photographs, video
projections, experimental writing, and sound installations in Québec and abroad. These
collective engagements have generated new collaborative modes of production and
dissemination, including a practice of archiving their collective art-making process.
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The exhibition introduces photographs, videos, texts and archival elements that reflect
the collective’s daily activities, including individual works by some of its members.
I imagined forming a group that could collectively map the existence of
photographic images—their past and their future. I wanted to create a community that
could consider the way images have their own space and their own lives, and how they
respond to you when you look at them.
Then India broke this all open. When I went to India for the first time in 2012,
for a residency in Mumbai, this project was still living in me but was not yet born, in a
sense. I needed to make images just to understand what was going on in Mumbai. When
I came back to Montreal, Mumbai was like a surreal fantasy that inhabited me, because
no one else around me had been there. I invited more people into the story that was
emerging and they had their own affinities. Our practices as image makers began to
reflect and expand the concept of afterlife so that it gained new values and meanings.
Some members of the group explored geographies that resonated with spectral traces
of disappearance. At the same time, others found, in the sculptural forms of objects,
ways to observe or distinguish layers of history and memory embedded in the material
world. Eventually, more and more members of the group went to India. It’s a
biographical thing. It just happened this way.
Our first collective activity was storytelling, which is an exercise in memory. It’s
also a way to revisit our archives, which is something that has been important to my
practice for a long time now. It was logical, then, that we would create a living archive
that continues to multiply and proliferate. Through this collaborative process of
montage and juxtaposition, overlooked fragments of memory were recorded and
gathered in a shared space, giving rise to unexpected new trajectories. This mode of
collective work has allowed us to examine the fluid boundaries of self and other,
memory and forgetting, reality and fiction, and continuity and fragmentation in
generative ways. It has also had the effect of dulling our individuality as artists while
simultaneously preserving it. We share generously as our individual roles become more
and more anonymous.
The archive is a visual commons that has the power to open up new pasts and
to explain or even call into being new futures. In this sense, Afterlife became about
developing modes of community through art-making.
From an interview between Gwynne Fulton and Raymonde April for the book
Outre-vie / Afterlife, Québec, VU, 2018, p. 6
1. Translation: Outre-vie /Afterlife
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